
BIRDING ABROAD 

MADEIRA  23 - 27 June 2014 

The archipelago of Madeira does not harbour a great variety of birds, but a series of range 

restricted species does breed commonly here, so for the bird watcher a summer visit is 

essential. This trip was organised and led by Lance Degnan and Nick Whitehouse of Birding 

Abroad, with members of the group comprising Sue and Roger Bird, Mark Dawson, Stephen 

Elliott, Richard George, Martin Limbert, Glyn Taylor and Richard Sprakes.  

We met on the early morning of 23 June at Leeds-Bradford airport and were soon aboard 

the Jet2 flight to Funchal airport, itself an impressive piece of engineering with the majority of 

the runway built on stilts and sticking out into the sea! After checking into the Royal Orchid 

hotel, the group was eager for some birding.    

A short drive took us to the mountainous interior of the island which is swathed in laurel 

forests. We made a short stop for lunch at a roadside cafe, enjoying some delicious home-

made soup, and for desert a piece of genuine Madeira cake! The lush wooded valley at 

Ribeiro Frio held several Blackcaps and Blackbirds plus Chaffinch of the distinctive green-

backed Madeiran race, a possible future split. A pleasant walk through the laurel woodlands 

ended at the Balcoes viewpoint where small numbers of Plain Swifts sped across the skies, 

enabling us to look at the very subtle identification features of this Macaronesian speciality. 

Our first full island endemic was located within minutes, a Trocaz Pigeon, which was 

watched feeding in the laurel scrub on a steep slope, showing its intricate silvery neck 

patterning, banded tail and plain wings. A handful of these actually very handsome 

Columbidae were also noted in flight across the valleys sides.  

 

Driving even higher via the winding mountain road we eventually emerged above the dense 

cloud base to where the road ended at Pico do Areeiro, a barren rocky summit area which 

hosts the Zino’s Petrel museum and information centre. Here in the bright sunshine, the 

surrounding countryside produced several Berthelot’s Pipits in song display, two singing 

Quail and the same number of singing Spectacled Warblers.    



 

After returning to the hotel, we enjoyed a short sea-watch from our balconies, noting many 

Cory’s Shearwaters and much fewer Manx Shearwaters offshore, whilst even closer were a 

family party of Island Canary which fed in the hotel garden.  

 

Pico do Areeiro – quite stunning landscapes 



The next morning, we breakfasted at a civilised hour before making the short journey into 

Funchal and heading straight down to the harbour.  There we liaised with the owners and 

crew of the Ventura Do Mar, the boat which would take us across to the Desertas Islands for 

a two day pelagic. Safety briefing over, we set sail (yes the boat did have sails as well as a 

diesel engine), first enjoying nice views of a couple of Roseate Terns in the harbour 

entrance. The Desertas Islands lie some 25 kilometres south-east of Madeira, and the 

journey takes about four hours.  Once clear of the coastline, we began to pass through rafts 

of Cory’s Shearwaters, some very close to the boat, and amongst them we managed to pick 

out several Manx Shearwaters.   

 

More surprising, but not totally unexpected were the sightings of two each of Great and 

Sooty Shearwaters just ‘loafing’ about three miles offshore. These species pass near to 

Madeira in their thousands in autumn, so these birds were either very early or maybe even 

birds summering in these waters. About six or seven kilometres out, where the swell was 

slightly more noticeable and the wind a little more breezy, we had our first sightings of 

Bulwer’s Petrels.  

 



The birds came close and we were able to familiarise ourselves with their ‘jizz’ characterised 

by agile, quick turns, the birds usually remaining close to the water surface, and slightly akin 

to a Leach’s Petrel.  About 25 Bulwer’s Petrels were counted on the crossing, and this 

enigmatic species was enjoyed by the entire group.  Of course for the visiting birder, 

pterodroma petrels are the most highly sought after prizes in these waters, and we duly 

waited and watched patiently, scanning out across the waves as the boat cruised onwards. 

Suddenly the cry went up “got one!!” and we all locked on to one, then two, Fea’s Petrel 

types, which being so close to their breeding colonies, were almost certainly Desertas 

Petrels - a recent split from Fea’s which inhabits the Cape Verde Islands.  The way these 

birds zipped and arced across the skies was very impressive; we had superb views - true 

masters of the winds and waves. The crossing produced six Desertas Petrels, and of course 

big smiles on the faces of the group. Everyone loves pterodromas!  As well as the seabirds 

we were accompanied at times by  dolphins, with Atlantic Spotted, Common and Atlantic 

Bottle-nosed being seen, many of them using the boat very playfully like an entertainers 

prop, but all truly wild of course.  

 

 

the imposing cliffs of Desertas Grande make the research buildings at the bottom 

right look rather insignificant 



Eventually we approached and anchored off Desertas Grande, and then made the final 50 

metres or so ashore in a small dingy style landing craft. We dropped off our overnight gear at 

the small biological research station on the island, and then set sail again towards Bugio, the 

smaller and most southerly island of the group for an evening pelagic. Bugio hosts the 

world’s only breeding colony of Desertas Petrels, with some 200 pairs being considered to 

nest here. The crew and guides dropped a frozen ‘chum ball’ and we were duly rewarded 

with terrific views of another six Desertas Petrels and many Cory’s Sheawaters (the day tally 

being some 1200) coming in to inspect the ‘chum’.  As we came closer into the island, we all 

enjoyed the sight of a Mediterranean Monk Seal, a now extremely rare sea mammal, 

basking in shallow waters just 200 metres from our camp.  

 

Returning to base on the island, we enjoyed a fine barbeque meal accompanied with some 

nice Madeiran wine. Darkness fell and as it did so, the sound of sea birds arriving back at 

their nesting colonies began to fill the air all around us.  First Cory’s Shearwaters began to 

fly over, often at head height, dropping into their nests which were protected by the sea 

rocks very close to our tents. We were permitted to make a short walk on a circular pathway 

and here, aided by our head torches we came across many Cory’s and Bulwer’s Petrels at 

point black range, usually landing on the path itself before scurrying down into burrows right 

besides the path. We began too to learn their very distinctive calls.  Madeiran Petrels then 

began to arrive, their distinctive higher pitched squeaking calls (like a finger rubbed hard 

against glass) revealing their presence, though they were more difficult to spot – just 

occasionally we managed to see the flash of a white rump band and estimated some 30 

birds in our vicinity!  Disturbance is kept to an absolute minimum at this very special place 

and we respected the guidance of the research biologists working on the island. The sea 

Research Station Desertas Grande – and our home for the night 



bird ‘night chorus’ was very enjoyable and carried on all night, reaching crescendo levels 

(possibly even louder than some of the snoring coming from the tents) before going quiet as 

the birds left to go out to sea just before dawn. We were also shown four Bulwer’s Petrels in 

the hand and the researchers explained their work, surely an experience not many UK 

birders will have enjoyed.     

  

The following morning we were all ready for a hearty, al fresco breakfast, each person 

relating to the next how close the Cory’s had whipped over their heads and how the sounds 

of the sea birds had made sleeping difficult at times. The boat journey back to the mainland 

took all morning and enabled us to consolidate on our views of the key sea bird species. 

Equally impressive was the sight of a Bryd’s Whale, this impressive cetacean blowing its 

spout of spray and surfacing with several rolls quite close to the boat. 

Back at the harbour we had another quick look at the Roseate Terns, a single Little Egret 

and a large flock of Yellow-legged Gulls, here of the race atlantis.  We then enjoyed a nice 

meal on the quayside, before returning to the hotel for a well earned rest.   

The evening excursion was spent high up on the Pico do Areeiro mountain where we met 

our licensed guides who were to escort us to the breeding area of the ultra rare Zino’s Petrel.  

First though we were shown inside the visitor centre and given an interesting talk on the 

work of the Zino’s Petrel conservation programme, learning that just 65-80 pairs are thought 

to exist. The story of their re-discovery in the 1969, both in terms of the location of their 

breeding grounds and how they came to be recognised as a species new to science was 

quite remarkable.  The route out to the breeding colony is a paved pathway along a quite 

precipitous ridge, quite safe, but not a route for anyone affected by heights. Two of the group 

did in fact stay back, ‘content’ to enjoy the amazing night sky, with a Milky Way unspoilt by 

light pollution. The rest of the group, armed with head torches, slowly made their way out 

along the ridge with the guides. The aim was to hear the birds calling as they returned to 

their colony after spending the day far out at sea. It is not until after dark that returning birds 



follow valleys up from sea level until they reach their nests. The group stayed for over an 

hour in silence and heard many calls from the Zino’s Petrels and some ‘whooshing’ of wings 

as they flew in overhead.  A truly amazing experience.    

  

The following morning, we set off to the north-western part of the island. First we spent an 

hour or so in the laurel forested valley at Ribeiro da Janela, where five or so Madeiran 

Firecrests were seen, along with at least eight Trocaz Pigeons, some of the latter being in 

aerial display. Island Canary was quite common, and a few Grey Wagtails of the distinct 

Madeiran subspecies were also noted.    

Our next port of call was Ponta do Pargo on the west coast where we had lunch at a cafe 

with beautiful views out over the sea. A short walk on the headland produced several 

Spectacled Warblers, a Linnet, six Berthelot’s Pipits, two Quail, Barn Swallows and 

numerous Plain Swifts. A Common Buzzard flew over, exhibiting some plumage features 

very reminiscent of Long-legged Buzzard (plainish looking sandy coloured tail, and pale 

shafts along its upper wing primaries), but nevertheless we thought that overall the other 

features just about tipped it in favour of being just a Common Buzzard.  

The rest of the afternoon was spent sea watching from Porto Moniz, where the count was of 

a single Bulwer’s Petrel, 1000 Cory’s Shearwaters and 60 Manx Shearwaters. This is the 

location in Madeira to see Great Shearwaters, but in September of course, when in some 

years large numbers pass by. We had a nice evening meal at a restaurant in Porto Moniz, 

before making the drive back to our hotel some 20 kilometres east of Funchal and retiring for 

the night.  



For our final day, some keener members of the group rose early for a pre-breakfast visit to 

the interior woodlands for another look at Madeiran Firecrests. All were duly rewarded with 

quite stunning close range views of at least five of these tiny gems. All the subtle 

identification features were observed, making it well worth the early call, and with others 

signing and calling, a total of some 10 birds were logged.  

After breakfast we headed for the extreme north-eastern section of the island, at Ponta de 

Sao Lourenco. This zone is comparatively arid and rocky, and affords great views across the 

sea to the Desertas Islands. Several whales could be seen offshore, the spray from their 

blow holes forming a line of plumes about a kilometre offshore. Many hundreds of gulls 

(mainly Yellow-legged) and Cory’s Shearwaters were in attendance, a sign of a rich source 

of food being available. A pleasant walk amongst the arid countryside produced at least 14 

Rock Sparrows, several Berthelot’s Pipits, many Plain Swifts and a couple of Pallid Swifts 

which allowed good comparisons of their features as they flew first against the blue sky and 

then against the hillsides. The day was hotter and sunnier than previous days, and after our 

walk we all enjoyed a refreshing ice cream and the marvellous views across the island.  

 

It would soon be time to return to the airport, so we had a nice cafe lunch and managed to 

pick out about a dozen Spanish Sparrows at their nests on a nearby dockyard area. A lone 

Turtle Dove found feeding in a garden gave great views, possibly a wayward migrant now 

spending the summer on the island. 

We made the return flight back to the UK later that afternoon, with all the group 

acknowledging that Madeira has much to offer visiting birders; all our target birds had been 



seen; endemics, rare seabirds, as well as some bonus cetaceans. This isn’t a location with a 

high number of species; here quality reigns supreme over quantity. No doubt birders giving 

the island some time at the migration periods would be duly rewarded with some great 

vagrants on this quite stunning lush island out in the middle of the Atlantic.   

Many thanks to Glyn Taylor, Luis Dias and Sue Bird for their photographs taken on the trip. 

Lance Degnan and Nick Whitehouse  

Birding Abroad 

 

 

 

 


